What is an Email Security.cloud subscription?
Symantec Email Security.cloud is a comprehensive, cloud-based service that safeguards your email data against threats built to avoid traditional email gateways and other security solutions. This advanced threat protection provides the strongest defense against Business Email Compromise (BEC), spear phishing, and other spoofing attacks by blocking threats that typically evade detection by traditional email security solutions.

Best suited for organizations that need comprehensive email protection and ongoing supportability.

Real-Time Threat Protection
Our Threat Operations Center, 24/7/365 monitoring, and advanced analytics detect and score threats as they enter your environment. Symantec Email Security.cloud prevents attacks using spoof, phishing, and other advanced threats before an email is delivered. Real-time link following, advanced heuristics, and impersonation controls combat new and sophisticated email threats.

Latest Product Innovations
Symantec: We're always innovating, always learning. Today’s email threats change rapidly. To stay ahead of new threats requires a continuous commitment to product innovation and architecture change.

Latest innovations keep your product always in date to better protect your organization from viruses, low false positives, and 100% service level agreements.

蔽the value of maintaining your Email Security.cloud subscription
Gain complete transparency by tracking our performance against these service level agreements, ensuring the security and availability of your emails with symantec Email Security.cloud services to ensure maximum operability.

Industry-leading Service Level Agreements
Ensure the security and availability of your emails with industry-leading service level agreements.

Value of Maintaining
Your Email Security.cloud Subscription
The most effective and accurate email security solution since it uses multi-layered detection technologies and insights from the world’s largest civilian threat intelligence network, it effectively blocks new and sophisticated email threats such as ransomware, targeted attacks, and the latest emerging threats.

Product Documentation
With product documentation and user guides for Email Security.cloud, you’ll have all the information you need to get started.

Online Resources:
• Email Security.cloud
• MySymantec or by phone.
• Online Help Center.
• Get started with subscription access to over 1,500 on-demand, online training modules.
• MySymantec account with technical notes, how-to’s, and tips.
• Technical Support Engineers.
• Symantec Connect forum to engage online with other users andSymantec technical support.
• symantec.com and subscribe to free automated incident and shooting and assistance.

Real-time threat protection
Symantec Email Security.cloud provides continuous support for Email data sheet
Prevents attacks using spoof, phishing, and other advanced threats before an email is delivered. Real-time link following, advanced heuristics, and impersonation controls combat new and sophisticated email threats.

Legal Notices
Terms of use for this information are found in Legal Notices.